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Market Overview 
Yesterday, the Hang Seng Index experienced directionless even after the 
U.S. drug maker Moderna reported 94.5% efficacy for its vaccine jab in 
trials. Tech stocks "ATMX" slumped at the range of 1-5%. JD-SW (9618 HK) 
also corrected c.7% despite better-than-expected 3Q20 results. 
Technically, JD's share price is expected to have supportive level at its 
20- and 50-day Moving Average (i.e. between HKD313 to HKD330). The 
Hang Seng Index was slightly up 33pts to 26,415pts. The turnover was 
declined to HKD143.5b. Capital flow to traditional sector, including 
Chinese insurance and raw material (oil, cement, steel). According to 
ig.com, the Hang Seng Index will open c.50pts this morning to around 
26,300pts.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Property 
According to the National Bureau of Statistics, Oct national property sales increased by 15.3% YoY in 
volume and 23.9% YoY in value, accelerating from Sept of +7.3% and +16% YoY, respectively. In 10M20, 
the growth rate of property sales value improved further to 5.8% YoY (vs. 9M20 of +3.7% YoY). 
Furthermore, developers' funding from domestic loans expanded by 18.5% YoY in Oct, which was faster 
than the growth of 4.2% YoY in Sept. Market was surprised given on the expectation on continued de-
leveraging for developers. The sector generally corrected, on the concerns of (1) potential tightening 
policy after strong sales data and (2) potential stake disposals from insurance companies. Market believes 
the latter concern is manageable given that the restriction is applicable to non-listed developers with 
stakes in list-cos unaffected. Valuation-wise, the sector is trading at undemanding valuation of c.45% 
discount to its estimated NAV and 5.8x forward PER. Related stocks: CR Land (1109 HK), COLI (688 HK), 
CIFI (884 HK).  
 
China Coal 
Coal prices stabilised last week. Latest CCI 5,500 coal spot price dropped slightly by 0.2% WoW to 
RMB614/t, yet, the coal price rebounded from RMB603/t as of 27 Oct to RMB614/t last week. Since Sept, 
the coal price started to rebound and stabilised recently. Entering into Dec, there will be several factors 
affecting coal price: (1) NDRC convened meetings with various coal companies and proposed some 
measures to increase coal supply via increasing coal inventory; increasing railway shipping capacity and 
ensuring monthly long-term contract price remains below RMB600/t; (2) less-than-expected coal 
production capacity increase, caused by strengthening safety checks. In the coming few weeks, it is 
believed that coal price to remain at high levels. 
 
Macau Gaming  
Based on channel check, Macau gross gaming revenue (GGR) for the first 15 days of Nov amounted to 
c.MOP3.3b, implying daily gaming revenue of c.MOP185m. This number was lower than that of the first 
eight days of Nov of c.MOP250m per day (-26% WoW). Market explained the fall in daily revenue was 
caused by reduced traffic and a slightly lower VIP hold rate. Market generally believes that the recovery 
in mass segment to be faster than that of VIP segment. A full recovery in GGR will happen once there are 
full resumption of tourist visas with self-service visa kiosks reinstated (hopefully happen in 1H21E). In 
addition, the Macau government will conduct its regulatory reform of the gaming law in 2021E. The 
reform will include improving the gaming regulatory framework and preparatory work ahead of 
concession rebidding (expire in Jun 2022E). The policy document also stated the Macau government 
would “update and elaborate” the reporting standards on “substantial transactions” of the city’s gaming 
operators and junket operators, and “strengthen due diligence” on gaming operators’ electronic transfers 
of “capital”. This is likely to be directed against VIP and premium mass segment. 



Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Kerry Logistics (636 HK) 
Kerry Logistics's share price is expected to be on upwards trend, supported by Kerry Express Thailand’s 
(KET) spinoff and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). (1) KET spinoff was recently 
approved by the SEC. Based on its latest prospectus; KET will issue no more than 17.2% of total shares 
(300m new shares) to raise USD200-300m. Based on Bloomberg, KET’s valuation ranges from USD1.16-
1.74b. Given KET's dominant market position in Thailand and high growth potential in Vietnam, some 
analysts expect KET to be valued at the high-end of USD300m. With a 52.1% stake in KET after the listing, 
the spinoff would make up >20% of Kerry’s current share price. In addition, the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP) deal will be a long-term positive for Kerry given that with over 90% of its 
operating profit coming from the ASEAN region and improving profitability in China. 
 
Man Wah (1999 HK) 
During the analyst call, its management was optimistic on Man Wah’s prospects, esp. its China business, 
indicating that it had strong sales growth, supported by Covid-19 has opened up many new retail 
opportunities, while the penetration rate of motion recliners has accelerated. For export business 
segment, with its export business also rapidly picking up in recent months (full capacity utilization until 
Feb 2021) and a highly aggressive store opening pipeline, it is believed that Man Wah’s order book and 
capacity utilization will be running close to full capacity over the next 12 months. 
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